
Core Capabilities

Top Challenges 

Software cycles must shorten in order to meet the changing needs of today’s digital-first 

consumer. With the ever-increasing number of market feedback loops that businesses can 

utilize to understand customer sentiment in real-time comes the need to provide 

application solutions in the shortest time possible. The speed at which your business can 

respond with digital solutions is critical to your survival. 

Your list of pending projects from the various business units you support is a mile long 

giving way to departments going rogue. Stopping Shadow IT is now a priority and you are 

already stretched to the max. You need a way to design, build and deliver faster. 

You Need Expeed

Look to partner with us to help amplify your team’s capabilities and capacity. Whether you 

need external advice on a big data project, need an application developed or integrated, or 

are looking for one marketing technology partner to help your business thrive, Expeed is 

the answer. We offer four practices to provide your organization everything you need to 

undertake digital transformation.

“CIOs should help CEOs set 
the success criteria for 
digital business. It is time for 
CEOs to scale up their 
digital business ambition 
and let CIOs help them set 
and track incisive success 
metrics and KPIs, to better 
direct business 
transformation. 

CIOs should also help them 
toward more abstract 
thinking about the nature of 
digital business change and 
how to lead it. The 
disruption it brings often 
cannot be dealt with wholly 
within existing frames of 
reference.”
—Mark Rashinko, Gartner

With increasing digitization and focus on the customer experience, the need for speed and 

agility is at an all-time high. The ability to deliver superior customer experiences that 

accelerate the business’ ability to sense and respond to the marketplace is a critical 

advantage. Time lost to moving and combining data from one application to the other, 

friction-filled user experiences for staff and customers, as well as disparate systems that do 

not talk with one another are areas that smart CIOs are targeting for rapid improvement.

 

The appetite for investing in tools and techniques that will allow the business to better 

serve the consumer and result in cost savings and top line growth has never been higher. 

CEOs and business leaders are willing to invest resources to create impactful 

results—especially if it allows the business to go faster. The need for speed is paramount to 

success and the leading factor for finding a trusted technology partner. 

Expeed Software has been trusted by enterprises for over 10 years to develop applications 

and integrations that eliminate inefficiencies, create connected data ecosystems with 

dashboards to provide actionable insights to the business units, and support organizations 

in their unique digital transformation journey.

Excellence at Speed

The approach to technology initiatives has radically changed in recent years to focus on an 

organization’s ability to:

Integrate DevOps tools and techniques to create applications with continuous release 

cycles to decrease time-to-market

Design and build data warehouses, BI and analytics applications that allow business 

units to predict consumer behavior

Work from a bi-modal development framework to expedite modernization and new 

product development as you continue to support existing mission critical applications

Year Founded
2008

HQ
Columbus, Ohio

Client Profile
Mid & Large Enterprise
State & Federal Government

Engagement Models
Project-Based and Product
Development-Based
Partnerships

Contract Vehicles
Federal GSA
Ohio STS

Strategic IT Consulting
Enterprise Architecture
Custom Development
DevOps/CI/CD
Application Integration
Data Warehousing
Data Integration
Business Intelligence
Advanced Data Analytics
Cloud Services
Digital Marketing

E X P E E D
S O F T W A R E



Cloud Platforms 

Azure, AWS, GCP

Databases
MS SQL Server, 

Oracle, MySQL, 

Teradata, Netezz, 

DB2, PostgreSQL

Data Integration 

Kafka, NiFi, Pig, 

Sqoop, Talend, 

DataStage, SSIS

Web Stacks
.NET, Java, JavaScript, 

Nodejs, Angular, 

React, ReactJs

Mobile Stacks 
Objective C, Swift, Java, 

Xamarin, React Native, 

Telerik Nativescript, 

Cordova

Big Data/Hadoop 

Hortonworks, MapR, 

Cosmos DB, 

Cassandra, 

Couchbase, Mongo 

DB, Neo4J

Visualization/BI 
Tableau, Power BI, 

D3.js, QlikView, SSRS

Advanced Analytics 

Spark, Python, Rv

Company Overview
Expeed Software was founded ten years ago by Rao Chejarla to aid enterprise organizations 

with their application development. Based on the core values of trust and transparency, 

Expeed excels in partnering with organizations on complex initiatives that require both 

business acumen and technical excellence to produce impactful results.

Practice Areas

Look to Expeed when your organization needs a roadmap for digital transformation, outline 

improved customer experience journeys, redesign your enterprise architecture for increased 

efficiency or because you want to upgrade your martech stack. 

Public and private cloud technologies have become commoditized infrastructure services. 

The challenge for every organization that is trying to transform itself is being able to deliver 

applications at speed that meet the ever increasing experience expectations of customers 

and employees. Our Software Engineering division includes UX/UI designers, solution 

architects and application developer. Additionally, we have an  R&D team that spends a 

significant  amount of time exploring new technologies and processes such as DevOps, 

Continuous Integration and Continuous Deployment/Delivery. We invest in R&D so that we 

can apply our expertise to our clients’ business challenges and deliver quality applications 

at speed.

Software Engineering 

IT Consulting

Our digital marketing practice focuses on integrating your applications to connect your data 

for analysis, as well as implementing marketing technologies that drive your business. 

Digital Marketing

Data is the new currency and it is important to uncover new patterns and insights in a 

timely manner at the point of decision making. Leveraging advanced data analytics that 

fuse domain expertise and technological know-how is critical for digital transformation. You 

need a partner that can actually build out the structure to deliver these analytical 

capabilities to your decision makers to empower them to be self-sufficient. Our Data 

Analytics team comprised of architects, data engineers, and data scientists can help you 

with data warehousing, data integration, business intelligence and data science activities.

Advanced Data Analytics

Software Engineering

Digital Marketing

Data Analytics

IT Consulting

Technology Areas

Expeed Software, LLC

659 Lakeview Plaza Blvd, Ste K

Worthington, OH 43085

(614) 559-8592
(614) 569-2256
info@expeedsoftware.com

www.expeedsoftware.com
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